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In the early1930’s, Airstream built wooden 
trailers like this 1933 model: 

 



Here’s Wally Byam and an Airstream in Tombstone, Arizona, 1935. 



A 1938 Airstream “Torpedo” in California: 



In 1934, Wally Byam began selling mail order plans to built 
trailers. Dr. Norman W. Holman, Sr. bought Wally’s plans 
in 1935 and built his Airstream Torpedo trailer shell that 
year.  He finished the trailer interior in 1937, when this 

photograph was taken.  



The upper and lower door panels on this prewar 
Airstream Silver Cloud are described in 1937 factory 

sales literature as an Airstream “exclusive”.   



In 1936, Airstream began building the aluminum “Clipper”. 



This is Vince Martinico’s beautifully restored 1936 19’ Clipper s/n 1224.  



The “Clipper” interiors were wood paneled.   
Looking toward the front of 1936 Clipper s/n 1224. 



Looking towards the rear of 1936 Clipper s/n 1224.   



The cozy front table in 1936 Clipper s/n 1224. 



Clipper 1224 surveys the night scene. 



Airstream also built a few tandem axle “Clippers”.   

         This one was sold to Mexico’s President  in 1937.  



The only known surviving tandem axle “Clipper” is  
“Old Granddad” in front of the Service Center. 



It has a beautiful wood interior featuring bird’s eye maple accents. 



Both ends appear similar but have different profiles, as seen here.  



The rear end has 
15 panels above 
the lowest panel. 

The “8th” or 
middle panel is 

the narrow 
vertical panel 
that covers the 
center seam.   



The front end 
also has 15 

panels above 
the lowest base 
panel (which 
has 2 doors). 

 
The panels are 

overlapped 
triangular 

pieces of flat 
aluminum.  



The front and rear end windows are hinged so they can be 
opened.  The large eyebrows keep out the rain. 



After WW II, Wally Byam worked for Curtis Wright 
Industries, Inc., a California builder of travel trailers.    



Aluminum trailer manufacturer Curtis Wright 
Industries, Inc. was founded by a fellow from 

Michigan named Curtis Wright who, in 1944, moved 
to California from Maryland. 

His company is not Curtiss-Wright 
Corporation, formed in 1929 by 
combining the aircraft interests of 
Glenn Curtiss and the Wright 
Brothers.  

Curtis Wright 



In 1946, Curtis Wright Industries, Inc. built a small 
aluminum sided travel trailer named the “Model 2”.  



The 1946 C-W Model 2 shares so many features with the 1938 Airstream Torpedo: 
 
-flat curved roof with small front & rear overhangs, very unusual for any trailer 
-two side windows, door, and roof vent in same locations 
-Model 2 removable door panels like those in 1936 Clipper 
 
that I think Wally helped design the Model 2 when he worked at Curtis Wright. 

1946 Curtis Wright Model 2                1938 Airstream Torpedo 



While working at 
Curtis Wright, 
Wally Byam 

helped design the 
all-aluminum 

Curtis Wright 22’ 
Clipper.   

 
It was introduced to 

the public in 
February, 1947.  



The 1947 Curtis Wright 22’ Clipper was a friendly trailer.   



It had a 34 inch wide door, large fixed “D” windows at 
each end, and a 4” diameter pipe for it’s main frame. 



The 4” pipe frame is apparent in this diagram. 



The front and rear ends of the C-W Clipper 
were nearly identical, simplifying production. 



With 13 panels and a vertical seam center panel, the 
C-W Clipper end cap construction was very similar 

to that of the pre-war Airstream Clipper.  



With their pipe 
frame and similar 

construction, 
Curtis Wright 

Clippers  
were often 

mistaken for 
Airstreams.  



In Spring 1947, Wally Byam left Curtis Wright to start up 
Airstream again at the Los Angeles Metropolitan Airport 

in Van Nuys, California.  His prototype post war  
Airstream was completed in May, 1947.   



To demonstrate how light weight his new trailers were, Wally asked 
bicyclist Alfred M. Letourneu to tow a 22’ Liner on the airport runway. 

This May 7, 1947 event became the Airstream company logo.  



The new post war Airstream 22’ Liner was introduced in 
the August 1947 issue of Trail-R-Life magazine. 



Follow up ads appeared in the September 1947 issue of Trail-R-News. 



Data plates tell us the first few 22’ Liners, like 1007 
seen here, were built at the Los Angeles 

Metropolitan Airport. 



By December 1947, Wally moved the Airstream factory from 
the airport to 1755 No. Main Street, Los Angeles, California.  



The serial number plate changed to reflect the 
move to 1755 No. Main Street in L.A. 



The new post war Airstream Liner had identical semi-circular ends on 
both the front and rear, simplifying production. A single oval end 

window replaced the two “D” shaped windows from the C-W Clipper.  



Wally continued to simplify end cap construction on his Airstream Liner: 
--  bottom panel now a single sheet, not two pieces riveted together. 
--  one large oval window replaced two “D” shaped windows. 
--  wider vertical seam stopped above single window, not full length strip. 
 

1948 Curtis Wright Clipper   1951 Airstream Liner 



McFaul Brothers, 
Glendale, California, were 
the exclusive distributors 
of Airstream trailers in 

1947 and 1948.  
 

Their folksy ads  
emphasized important 

Airstream features such a 
light weight and interior 

floor arrangements.  
 

This ad is from the June 
1948 issue of “Trailer 

Travel” magazine. 



1940’s cars had 4, 6 and 8 cylinder in line engines,  
so low trailer weight was an important feature.  



Interior 
furnishings 
could easily 

be rearranged 
in the Liners 
for different 
floor plans in 

the same 
shell. 



This McFaul 
Brothers ad 

from the July 
1948 issue of 

“Trailer Travel” 
magazine 
shows the 

interior layout 
of a bisected 

16’ Wee Wind.  



With identical ends, Airstream could offer four different sizes of “Liners” by 
simply increasing the length of the center section. The 1948 model lineup:  

16’ Wee Wind 

 

19’ Trailwind 

 

22’ Liner 

 

28’ Whirlwind 



This is a 1948 16’ Wee Wind, s/n 3003, the third one 
made.  Both ends are round with oval windows.   



Most Liners had aluminum galleys with stainless steel sink tops. 



The longest Liner is the 28’ “Whirlwind” Super Liner.  



The fix end windows in the C-W Clippers and the Airstream 
Liners inhibited air circulation and made those trailers stuffy.  

Some owners installed operable end windows.   



Heeding customer demand, in August 1949 Airstream introduced a new 
24’ long trailer with flatter ends that accepted operable end windows.  

The new 24’ Airstream “Limited” kept the pipe frame chassis.   

    19’ Trailwind  22’ Liner  24’ Limited  



    Liner had 13 end cap panels.     Limited had 11 end cap panels.  

   Liner is 84” wide.     Limited is 94” wide 



In the 1950’s, Silver Streak kept their pointed body ends but chose 
different end window assemblies that opened for ventilation. 



In 1950, the Limited grew a foot and became the 25’ 
Cruiser.  Both flat ends were vertical from 1950 to 1953. 



The 25’ Cruiser had 13 panels above the flat front end cap ... 



. . . and 13 above the rear end cap.  A single large end window 
replaced the two stacked casement windows.   Notice the pipe frame.  



Many 1950-51 trailers used Hehr windows with tight round corners.   
1947 to 1953 trailers used beehive side marker lights. 



Three screws identify the Universal Nite Owl single 
rear taillight on the ‘51 Cruiser 



In 1950 and 1951, Liners could be ordered with  two round ends,  
one round end and one flat end, or with two flat ends.  



This 1951 Airstream 22’ “Flying Cloud” has a 13 panel flat front and a  
13 panel round rear end.  The frame is a pipe frame. 



This 1951 Flying Cloud has 13 end cap panels and the early 
Hehr framed windows.  Note the pipe frame.  



The window in the round rear end of this 1951 pipe frame 
Flying Cloud extends below the lowest end cap rivet line, a 
1951-only feature.  Three screws ID the Universal Nite Owl 
tail lamp, supplemented by Yankee Turnmaster turn signals.  



This 1951 Clipper is 3’ shorter at 18’ long.  It too has a 13 panel flat 
front and a 13 panel round rear end.  Frame is a pipe frame.  



A round rear end can be identified from it’s lowest rivet line, which 
is below the side rivet line along the bottom of the windows. 



This 1951 Flying Cloud has a 13 panel flat front end and 13 panel 
round rear end.  The frame is now a stronger ladder frame.    



This 15’ Cruisette is the shortest Airstream ever made, built 
only in 1951 & 1952.  It has a Hehr brand 3 unit front end 

window having two vertical hinged side windows.  This front 
window was used from 1951 to 1954. 



Two Hehr horizontal framed windows are used on the rear end of the 
1951 15’ Cruisette. Universal Nite Owl taillight has similar turn signals.  



Airstream opened the Jackson Center, Ohio factory in August, 1952.  
The view was taken in 1955, just after the factory doubled in size.  



Airstream’s 1953 line up consisted of four trailers. 
 

   The 17’ Clipper was the shortest: 



The 21’ Flying Cloud was the most popular. 



The 25’ Cruiser was the next size up: 



And the tandem axle 29’ Liner was the largest.  



The first 1953 21’ Flying Cloud built in Jackson 
Center was given serial number O 3001. 

“O” denoted “Ohio” on the California data tags. 



The first Flying Cloud built in Jackson Center returned  
there for the 2005 Homecoming.  



The first post-war “Squarestream”, a 1953 Holiday travel trailer built 
by Wally Byam when the Ohio plant first opened.  Sold from 1953 to 
1955, these trailers were built in a separate factory in Jackson Center.   



This 1955 Wally Byam Holiday surfaced last month. 



The Holiday is a “canned ham” wood framed travel trailer  
built in Jackson Center, Ohio from 1953 to 1955.  



The Holiday 
interior layout, 
partially seen 

here, was  
copied by 

Airstream in the 
1955-57 Bubble. 



The Holiday trailer data plate featured Wally’s 
image.  Holiday trailers are welcome in the 
WBCCI and VAC as Wally Byam products. 



Vintage Airstreams can be at home anywhere. This  
1952 17’ Clipper makes a nice backyard garden cabana.    



This 1953 17’ Wanderer has only one curbside window set. 
1953 Airstreams still have 13 panel vertical front and rear ends.   



1953 17’ Wanderer rear end has Hehr standard 
window and Bargman No. 2 rectangular tail lights.  

Rear hatch indicates crossways rear bed inside. 



Streetside front view shows the 3 streetside windows.  



In 1954, Airstream increased all trailer lengths by one foot.    
A new sloping rear end provided the additional foot of floor space.  



The Globe Trotter increased from 17’ in 1953 to 18’ in 1954. 



Sloped rear ends remained an Airstream feature until 1969. 



The “Cruiser” became the “Overlander” by 1956. 
The entry door typically opened away from adjacent windows.  



The 30’ Liner was 7’1” wide, 8’4” high outside and 6’10” high inside. 
Overall weight was 4,050 pounds dry with a hitch weight of 320 lbs. 



1954-1957 
Airstreams kept the 

13 panels on the 
front end 



Ohio built trailers 
had 13 panels on 

the rear end,  
which flowed 

smoothly to the 
bottom of the rear 

window.  



Notice how the lowest rear panel seam flows downward. 



Notice how the mid body rear seam line ID’s the 13 panel rear end. 

This is a 1957 18’ 
Globe Trotter built in 
Ohio. 



California built 1954-57 trailers had a 9 panel 
“whale tail” or “Dutchman’s cap” rear end.  



The 9 panel  
“whale tail” was a 
beautiful design. 



From either side, the lowest “whale tail” rear panel seam 
begins in the middle of the side window..  



With this knowledge, we can now identify the photos in the 
1954 catalog as showing California built trailers. 



General rule to ID 1954 to 1957 Airstreams: 
California had 9 panel “whale tail” rear end 

Ohio had 13 panel rear end  

California 9 panel “whale tail” Ohio 13 panel tapered rear end 



Now that we have a general rule, there must be an exception: 
a 1954 California built 18’ trailer with a 13 panel rear end.    



A very popular mid 1950s small Airstream is the 16’ 
Bubble, built from 1955 to 1957 in California & Ohio. 

The whale tail ID’s this as a California built Bubble. 



The 16’ Bubble was built in California, as indicated 
by its “whale tale” rear end. 



Bubbles were sometimes given “cute” names, befitting their size.  

A 1956 California built Bubble with “whale tail”. 



Bubbles had a very efficient floor plan,  
often including a dinette, bathroom and rear double bed.  



This 1956 Ohio built 16’ Bubble has a beautiful  
13 panel rear end.  



During 1956 and 1957, Airstream reduced the 
number of front and rear end cap panels to 7. 

Rear end of a 1956 16’ Bubble 



Reducing the number of end cap panels to 7 gave a 
smoother, sleeker look. 

A 1957 22’ Flying Cloud 



The 7 panel rear end was smoother and less busy 
than the 13 panel rear end.   Very slick!  



During 1951, our 
Government tested 

atomic bombs in the 
deserts of the western 

United States.  
 

These A-Bomb tests 
changed the genetic 
make up of living 

things…. 



… some of whom became movies stars. 

The A-Bomb tests also affected some 1951 Airstreams.  



Normal 1951 trailers had 13 panels on each end 
cap.  The lowest panel bottom line intersects the 
windows 1/3rd above the bottom of the window.  



..but Atomic Mutant 
Airstreams grew 
15 end cap panels.   
 
The lowest panel 
bottom rivet line is 
even with the 
bottom of the 
window, visible 
here.  



Mutant Airstreams come in all sizes.   
This Radiant Cloud is 21 feet long. 



This Atomic Cruiser is 25’ long! 



This baby 15’ Mutant Cruisette was 
discovered in California last year.   Note the 
belt line from the end panel bottom continuing 
across the side, truly strange.    



The Cruisette’s15 panel end cap lowest rivet 
line is even with the bottom of the window, 
thus confirming its Mutant Trailer status.   



They have even migrated to the East Coast!  
 

This Mutant Trailer appeared in May, 2005 in Pennsylvania.   
It is a 1951 Liner with serial number 1481. 

 
It has the unusual 1951-only combination of  

a flat front end with a round rear end.  



The round rear end has 
the usual 13 panels…. 

But the flat front 
end has 15 
mutant panels! 



For safety’s sake, burn this comparison into your mind. 

Normal 13 panel Trailer 
intersects side of window 

Mutant 15 panel Trailer is 
even with bottom of window 



Carefully count the number of panels in this picture. 



Tomorrow night at 9:00 p.m. here I’ll discuss  
1958 to 1968 Airstreams. 

 
THANK YOU …  I hope you enjoyed the 

show! 
 

Fred Coldwell 
Denver, Colorado 

VAC Archive Historian  

WBCCI # 1510 



Some good webs sites for Vintage Trailer information: 
 

1.  For photos and trailer models, go to: 
  

http://www.vintageairstream.com 
 

and click on “archives” 
 

2.  For Airstream trailer features over the years, go to: 
 

http://www.insideout-design.net/maxwell/ 
 

then click on “Links & Resources” & then click on “Vintage Airstream  
Features 1936-1979” at the top of that page. 

 
3.  For the VAC Club, go to:  http://airstream.net/index.html 
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